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LITERARY MAGAZINE
SPRING · 2021

spring term

2020 - 2021
Greetings and welcome to you.
I would first like to say that it is my pleasure
to be able to join the Pathos team, and to be
able to be a part of this wonderful creative
community. It is my goal to continue to
provide a place so that you can share and
express yourself. I look forward to seeing the
sorts of works you will create. I look forward
to working with this talented and dedicated
team here at Pathos. This publication would
not be made possible without the great work
done by Claire, Chloe and Ava.
The spring is representative of new
beginnings, and this also holds true for our
dear Copy Editor, Ava. She is turning the
next page in her life as she graduates, and we
are incredibly grateful for the contributions
she has made to Pathos. We will surely miss
her presence and her expertise. She made a
lasting impact on Pathos, and we are all the
better for it. So best wishes and good luck to
you in your next chapter, Ava!
For the rest of you, I hope that you may
find and foster your own new beginnings, as
well. Each day brings its surprises and the
unexpected, so embrace it and meet it face
on: you got this.

Bret Steggell

Editor-in-Chief

Happy reading, and I’ll see you around.
Take care,

Claire Miller

Creative Director

Ava Phillips

Copy Editor

Chloe Findtner

Social Media Manager

Bret Steggell
Editor-in-Chief
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2 · POPPLE

WESTWARD ON CORA STREET 10/3/2020
Erica Popple
Palm-wide yellow hazel leaf
run through with tiny red veins and
tinier dark green ones.
Solitary branch awkwardly
upright sways in the breeze
just a little.
Against the hazy sky a thick horizontal cable
intersects a power line and
another and another.
Neighbor’s hurricane fence: crisscrossing lines
interwoven with plastic slats and
beams of afternoon light.
These maple leaves hang curled and
clumped together, but only a few spin
madly in the wind.

POPPLE · 3

ABROAD
Erica Popple
morning in this country won’t whisper
cars shout out of nowhere
a thumb hooks my collar
saving my life with a jerk
evening in this country’s got no lullaby
crack crack of snail shells under every step
splitting my decisions
teaching me new rhythms
I rise at daybreak to vibrate
scatter each quake
learn to spend it
don’t save it
I dance at nightfall
like the stranger I’ve become
gasping and wasteful
so grateful it’s embarrassing

4 · TADDEI

MONUMENT
Brit Taddei
My body is a living monument and memorial to all my
experiences, and so is yours.
Stretch marks that have made me unlovable by people
I shared my life with
have become roadmaps to my healing.
Scars from lit cigarette marks branded in dimly lit bars
become sorted stories for a memorial
of a version of myself that no longer exists.
If consciousness creates the mind and, by extension, the
body
then I have manifested every mark and scar and wear
them as badges of honor
on my monument.
Compressed and compacted fat and flesh encased in
restrictive garments
keep my fleshy folds bound just enough to keep your
fatphobia silent
until my back is turned.

TADDEI · 5

Monument
Brit Taddei
18x24 Oil on Panel Piece

6 · LAWSON

DECONSTRUCTING ME AND RACE 1
Stephanie Lawson
I don’t recall his name or how I knew him (A friend of a friend? A neighbor?)
Blackest man I’d known back then
We were all high back then
We were all young back then
He sketched us,
naked,
embracing
My breasts drawn larger than they were in real life
(my likeness debatable)
He was tall and thin from poverty
I was small and thin from drugs
He was funny
and intuitive
And I don’t recall why
we would fight
We were so stupid insecure
But he drew and I’d write and we were drawn to each other
He poured water over cereal
and talked me into stealing shit
I remember his smile
his comedy
And I remember what was likely our last encounter
We were teenagers, learning how to communicate as lovers
We were honing our skills
I remember my words escaping violently as screams and hot tears
I remember my hand in my pocket and my fingers wrapped and clenched
And I remember his words “What? You gonna stab me?”
He hadn’t seen the knife, but I was stupider than him
I don’t recall the details and I remember walking safely home
I wish I knew that he is safe today
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NOMENCLATURE - STANNARD ROCK
Jack Mitchell
references
the men would go for days without speaking; there was nothing to say
conflagration conflagration conflagration
louis wilks holds the record for longest stay in the light—99 days
breaking the ice til july
observation
a lighthouse exploding in the middle of lake
superior, it carries the distinction
of being the loneliest place in the world
it’s just stranded. it just
stranded three men in a concrete crib
and killed its keeper.
indirect evidence of exocomets
they’re considered fossil bodies, they form
in the gravitational tides of a collapsed giant star,
we can see them because they secrete rubble
around the star, which manifests to us
as metal lines. 126 tons of iron,
76 tons of brick, 1,270 tons of tower stone,
7,276 tons of concrete, the body
of william maxwell, planetary perturbations.
see also
it was a stag station, free from the distractions
of wives, girlfriends, water, cyanides, sulfides, and prebiotic molecules.
he left four children behind, the result of the agglomeration of planetesimals,
themselves formed by the coalescence of dust, black smoke, the tender
woodrush.
no one was suspicious.
gallery
violent storms with thirty foot waves, keepers
tethering themselves with rope to be certain
they would not be blown away like a daughter’s
apple doll, tumbling limply into the lake.

8 · MARATHE

PERIOD POVERTY
Aishwarya Marathe
my plight
like broken glass
piercing a bare foot
my blood
like a burden
darkens even my shadow
my pocket
like a drought
no money nor cloth in sight
soot and rags
comprise me
my body disrespected
without speech
without sound
without soul

WIERENGA · 9
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Untitled
Jiliann Wierenga
Digital
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10 · VALDEZ

BAD THINGS ON RHINE STREET
Sophia Valdez
When bad things happen
trains become metal snakes
rolling over the dead
When bad things happen
doors lead down gullets
of inescapable steel
When bad things happen
the commute becomes a rhythm:
the rhythm of snapping bones and bellowing horns
the rhythm of a man banging his head against the window
the rhythm of no one stepping in to help
When bad things happen
people call it “indecent exposure”
and laugh
When bad things happen
people call it “Officer, a man just threw himself under my bus”
and their voice breaks
When bad things happen
you get off a stop early
but the sounds and the sights of the dead and the frightened follow
When bad things happen
(I’ve found)
it’s always on Rhine street.
Why is it always Rhine street? It’s always Rhine street. It’s Rhine street.
Why Rhine street? It’s always on Rhine street. Why is it always Rhine
street?
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THE WAY A HYENA WAS A WOMAN WHO IS A BOY FLOATING DEAD
IN THE CRAWLSPACE
Jack Mitchell
being a woman is not sex it is being clustered
canines around pupscruff and carrying
a thousand scorpions on the back it is stinging
or not stinging the frog that thinks it is being stung
while eating or not eating bugs like owls do like owls
vomit in bleachsinks coughing up bones coughing up
indigestible fur from the thing that still squirms in
the solar plexus it is swimming in the sun coming
up naked as desert dust dunes it can take
weeks to cut matted hair off the neck of a little
girl she is four she can brush her own
teeth her own teeth her own teeth her own
cervix means pillow in latin and being a
woman is being a cloister of secret words that end
in dais hypercatalexis catharsis gingivitis penis pelvis pyrosis axis genesis genesis

12 · GALGANI

Fish Bowl
Sheina Galgani
Collage

MATTHEW RUSSELL · 13

A POEM FOR BLEEDING FEET
Kurtis Matthew Russell
My dad told me to lift my knees when I run.
I’d tell you to do the same, but speed should not be your
priority.
He was a high jumper. I am a writer.
Those are the same thing.
You are a runner. I am a walker.
Those are different.
You follow energy.
I follow daisies.
And when you pause to create playthings,
I take pictures.
It’s important to stretch before you start.

14 · RUSSELL

THE INCOMPLETES
Kurtis Russell
And I spend all my mind’s currency on you—
all my heart’s spare change too.
And I forage with an urgency and ennui
for such a dumb thing as words,
words to describe you
to alight you, to allay you,
and to bury you
deep into memory,
where even if the worst were to happen
I’d still be able to hold you,
to speak your intimacies
and to memorize a thousand poems
that are not mine
just to leave them under your dream pillow
where they’d seep into your ears,
like sleeping away fear
to the unconscious sounds of music
that bathe the soul with splendor,
and conjoin the incompletes.

MITCHELL · 15

JACKALOPE SUMMER
Jack Mitchell
scrapscour summer,
all loper, lepores, some
loser, some jack.
a palo lark croaks reap. reap,
reap a jeep summer, coal—as opal—as opalesce—as clam
coalesce—as cereus copse.
creeksupper, pearlplucker
plucks a pearl ala sacrum, purple as carcasse
as supper as supper, m’amour.
a smoker plucks roses.
a smoker plucks roses.
a smoker plucks roses;
plumes as plumes,
a porksuck summer.
mapmaker, make me same as a mapcrease;
jackal skulk us, our morsel
scars, our morsel oases,
muscle me, muscle more,
our musksmack our scarpalm our curcrumple summer asleep.

ATTENTION PORTLAND STATE
WRITERS, ARTISTS AND THINKERS!
Don’t forget to follow us on Instagram and
Facebook. We’ll be posting work from the
most recent submission period, interesting
literary events around Portland, and updates
on what Pathos is up to.

pathos
@PATHOSLITMAG
PATHOSLITMAG.COM

